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ERGO Q
Laptop workstation

The new Ergo Q is a lightweight adaptor for notebook computers.  It allows the
notebook to be setup at a more appropriate angle, thus overcoming some of the problems of
poor posture associated with notebook use.

 The unit is surprisingly sturdy but easy to set up.  You gain a
document holder at the front of the unit but you lose access to
the notebook’s keyboard and mouse. You will therefore
need to use an external keyboard and mouse with
the unit, thus reducing the overall portability of the
system.
Our only other concern with the unit is its cost:
at $276.76 it represents a major investment.
To this must be added the cost of a

separate keyboard and mouse.  The Cherry Compact keyboard, for
example, costs $165.

Bear in mind that a simple plastic platform will perform
basically the same function, albeit without the same level
of portability, at a cost of around $50.

A lower price would make this a lot more attractive.
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QuickPAD Pro

This device offers another choice in the increasingly crowded
market for portable note-takers.  How does it differ from other
similar devices, such as the AlphaSmart 3000?

The first difference you will note is the larger display.  It is 60 x 16
lines (or 60 x 8 lines in enlarged character mode).

Another difference is the software.  While the AlphaSmart has
only a word processor, the QuickPad Pro has, in addition, a
spreadsheet, database, calculator, personal organiser and
scheduler.  The software has an awkward DOS feel, with lots of
keyboard presses required to get even basic operations activated.

The QuickPAD Pro also has a Flash card interface, to store data on a card up to 128 Mb.  The 3 Mb
internal memory holds 500 pages of text.  It operates on 4 x AA batteries for an estimated 100
hours.  Files (text only) can be downloaded to the device from a computer.

While the QuickPAD Pro doesn’t function as a keyboard (like the AlphaSmart) it has a variety of
interfaces for connecting to a computer.  These include RS232 COM port, USB port and an infrared
(wireless) connector.

A major weakness in this interesting product is the number of commands that require two keys to be
pressed simultaneously.  The lack of a “Sticky Keys” function will make this device impossible to
operate for those unable to press more than one key at once.  For example, to access the menu
functions on the word processor you need to hold down the ALT key at the same time.

The other disappointing feature of the QuickPAD Pro is the price - somehow $329 retail in the USA
becomes $899 or $999 out here.
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SMS from your PC

With the latest version of ICQ it is possible to send SMS messages for free to a mobile phone.
Simply go into “Services” and select “Send SMS Message”.  Enter “Australia” as your country, and
then enter the first 4 digits of the mobile number as the “Area Code” (such as “0419”), followed by
the rest of the number as the “Number”.  Presto - an SMS message.

Technology Options booklets
Andrew Downie at TAFE OTEN (NSW) has developed a series of useful booklets on computer and
related technology for people with various disabilities.  The series so far includes:

* Dealing with Vision Loss

* Dealing with Physical Disability

* Dealing with Hearing Loss

Further titles in this series are anticipated.

Copies can be ordered from OTEN-DE Direct Mail Sales (Ph: 02-9715-8222, Fax: 02-9715-8174,
Mail: Locked Bag 2014, Strathfield NSW 2135).
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KeyStrokes - for Mac OS X

KeyStrokes is an on-screen keyboard for Mac OS X made by Origin Instruments, makers of the
HeadMouse.  Five keyboards are supplied. It includes Dwellix, an automatic clicking (“dwell click”)
facility.  The Dwellix toolbar can be docked on the KeyStrokes window or displayed in a separate
window. Dwell time can be customised.

It includes KeyStrokes 2.2 for earlier Mac operating systems.

KeyStrokes is available through Abilitytech for $399.
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The Budget and the employment of
people with disabilities

We were told that people had to be shifted off the Disability Support Pension (DSP) because of
the growth in numbers of people on this benefit.  We cannot sustain such such a growth in
expenditure in the future, we were told.

The problem with this line of thinking is that, although it purports to be taking into account the
long term, it is in reality a very short-sighted policy.  The true long term perpsective would take
steps to increase the employment of people with disabilities.  Playing with the numbers does nothing
to address the real issues, like access, discrimination, incentives and opportunities.  In both the NSW
and Commonwealth public sectors, people with disabilities make up a declining proportion of the
workforce.  So even Governments fail to set any kind of example.

The truth is that the Government’s own figures show that there are many people with
disabilities on Newstart who should be on the DSP.  The truth is that the participation rate of people
with disabilities has declined during the 90s.  The truth is that the unemployment rate for males with
a disability has declined over this same period.  The truth is that the Government would only dare to
introduce such a policy because they believe people with disabilities are politically dispensable.

People with disabilities want to work.  All they ask is for some adjustments and flexibility that
will enable them to do their best.  They want policies that recognise the heavy additional costs that
they must face in order to enter the workforce. They want a fair go.

We all want the numbers of people on the DSP reduced.  The government does this by fiddling
definitions.  I believe it should be done by opening up more job opportunities for people with
disabilities.  Interestingly this would also help in the other prominent issue - payouts in personal
injury cases.  A large part of these payouts are for loss of earnings.  Surely they would be less if we
could safely assume people with disabilities could gain remunerative work.

Let me illustrate how half-hearted is the Government’s policy approach to employing  people
with disabilities.  Pretend you are an employer seeking to employ a person with a disability, and
jump onto www.centrelink.gov.au : What help did you find? See what I mean?

Graeme Smith
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News Albury IDEAS Expo

We had a great time during our Albury visit, meeting with over 150 individuals during a hectic couple
of days.  Thanks to all of those who made us feel welcome and very much at home.  We plan to
return soon and follow-up on lots of assessments, training and demontrations.

Singapore visit

The Abilitytech team is hosting a delegation from an assistive technology centre in Singapore in June.
This follows a similar visit from Korea earlier in the year.

Ability House

“Ability House” in Seaforth now sports a fresh coat of paint.  It is also nearing finalisation as a home
automation demonstration centre.  Last year a ramp was built to give the house complete wheelchair
access.

Alan Bimson back

At last Al is back with us!  He is glad to be back on his feet again after several months absence.  We
tried not to let his work pile up too much in his absence.

 Our best wishes,
The Abilitytech team.


